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Introduction
In the adult mammalian brain, neural stem cells (NSCs) are located in two specific niches, the subventricular zone (SVZ) and the subgranular zone (SGZ) of the hippocampal dentate gyrus (DG) (Gage and Temple 2013) . In the adult SGZ, resident radial glia-like NSCs (RGL-NSCs) produce intermediate progenitor cells (IPCs) that proliferate throughout the lifespan of the organism to produce functionally-relevant neurons and astrocytes (Ming and Song 2011) . In addition to creating mature cell types, NSCs also secrete an array of growth factors and cytokines, collectively termed the stem cell secretome (Drago et al. 2013; Bacigaluppi et al. 2020 ). In the healthy adult SGZ, RGL-NSCs and their progenitors (together NSPCs) have been shown to produce the secreted factors milk-fat globule EGF-factor 8 (MFGE8) and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), both of which regulate NSPC maintenance through autocrine signaling (Kirby et al. 2015; Zhou et al. 2018) , as well as PTN which drives maturation of immature, developing neurons (Tang et al. 2019) . However, while the secretome of other tissue stem cells, such as mesenchymal stem cells, has been extensively catalogued (Liang et al. 2014; Teixeira and Salgado 2020) , a comprehensive characterization of the NSPC secretome is lacking (Andres et al. 2011; Ryu et al. 2004; Yasuhara et al. 2006; Ourednik et al. 2002; Tang et al. 2019; Bacigaluppi et al. 2020 ).
Protein-level analysis of the stem cell secretome is typically accomplished using in vitro models, where the conditioned media (CM) of isolated stem cells is profiled using proteomics approaches such as antibody-based arrays or liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS). While these approaches have provided the first broad understanding of the content and variety of several tissue stem cell secretomes (Skalnikova et al. 2011) , they are limited by two main factors: 1) in the case of arrays, the scope and specificity of the pre-selected antibodies present on the arrays and 2) in both cases, potential differences in protein production in in vitro versus in vivo systems.
Commercial antibody arrays are thus far the most common method for secretome identification because the arrays can contain antibodies for hundreds to thousands of proteins and can be used with CM from standard culture conditions, including those with high levels of serum-derived protein supplements. However, the list of potentially detected targets is still confined to the pre-identified targets and specificity of those hundreds to thousands of antibodies can be impractical to verify. LC-MS, in contrast, can yield a more unbiased identification of proteins in CM with less likelihood of false signals than antibody arrays, but traditionally requires serum deprivation of cells to detect cell-secreted proteins. Serum deprivation can dramatically disrupt numerous cell processes and change the secretome (Pirkmajer and Chibalin 2011) .
While the issue of culture-induced change in protein secretion is particularly severe when serum deprivation is required as with LC-MS, it can also be problematic when studying the secretome in standard culture conditions. Comparison of cultured cells to their in vivo counterparts in several organ systems has provided increasing evidence of significant changes that occur when cells are transitioned from an in vivo to an in vitro environment (Durr et al. 2004; Binato et al. 2013; Duggal et al. 2009 ). These changes are dependent both on the method of isolation (Wernly et al. 2017 ) and the conditions of culture maintenance (Shahdadfar et al. 2005; Duggal and Brinchmann 2011) . More specific to NSPCs, key differences in gene expression of inflammatory and cytokine signaling factors were identified in vitro SVZ NSCs versus in vivo NSCs freshly isolated from the SVZ (Dulken et al. 2017) .
The potential hazards of in vitro analysis of stem cell secretomes suggest that in vivo approaches might be superior. However, high-throughput characterization of tissue stem cell secretomes in vivo faces several challenges, as well. In vivo, adult tissue stem cells, including hippocampal NSPCs, are small populations residing in heterogeneous niches that impede sufficient isolation of cells that are necessary for most large-scale proteomics protocols. Methods such as immunostaining of tissue sections or flow cytometry of dissociated cells allow detection of pre-selected proteins in specific cells, but are limited in the total number and type of proteins that can be examined in each instance. To broaden the scope of in vivo protein investigation, extracellular factors can be identified from tissue niches with high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) or mass spectrometry of microdialysates. However, these methods fail to determine the cells that produce the secreted factors. In contrast to proteomic approaches, high throughput RNA sequencing (RNAseq) is adaptable to low cell input and several studies have recently provided large-scale quantification of gene expression in acutely isolated NSPCs by single cell RNAseq (scRNAseq) (Hochgerner et al. 2018; Shin et al. 2015; Artegiani et al. 2017; Dulken et al. 2017; Zywitza et al. 2018) . However, transcriptional activity does not always correlate well with bioavailable protein due to added layers of regulation on translational and posttranslational levels (Lipshitz, Claycomb, and Smibert 2017; Besse and Ephrussi 2008) .
Given that mRNA levels may not reflect secreted protein levels and in vitro gene expression may not mirror in vivo expression, we chose to create a multi-faceted analysis of the adult hippocampal DG NSPC secretome from mRNA level to secreted protein of in vitro cultured NSPCs. For high-throughput protein-level quantification, we used a protein array to probe for over 300 different cytokines and growth factors secreted by cultured adult hippocampal NSPCs. Furthermore, we performed unbiased LC-MS based analyses of in vitro NSPC intracellular and secreted proteins. Secreted proteins were identified without any supplement deprivation by using biorthogonal non-canonical amino acid tagging (BONCAT) of newly synthesized proteins to select and enrich for proteins synthesized by NSPCs in the CM (Dieterich et al. 2006) . We next compared these protein-level data with transcriptional-level data derived from bulk and single cell RNAseq of similarly maintained in vitro NSPCs to reveal the potential relationship between transcriptional expression and protein expression and secretion. Last, to evaluate the equivalence of in vitro and in vivo NSPCs, we examined two independently published single cell sequencing datasets of endogenous, in vivo hippocampal NSPCs (Shin et al. 2015; Hochgerner et al. 2018) .
Comparison of all these datasets demonstrated important divergence between transcriptional and translational expression, and also an overall agreement between cultured and in vivo hippocampal NSPC transcriptional expression. Our findings therefore not only provide a broad characterization of the putative adult DG NSPC secretome, but also highlight the need to consider limitations of currently available methods for secretome profiling.
Results
2.1. Protein array of cultured adult hippocampal NSPC conditioned media detects several secreted factors that impact NSPC function.
Adult hippocampal NSPC cultures were established from male and female C57Bl6 mice (n=4 mice per line) and maintained according to previously published methods (Babu et al. 2011; Kirby et al. 2015) . As expected, when maintained in proliferative conditions, these cultures showed immunoreactivity for NSPC markers NESTIN, GFAP, and Ki67 ( Fig. 1A) and when under differentiating culture conditions, they generated β3-Tubulin + neurons and S100β + astrocytes (Supplemental Fig. 1A -D). To further examine the NSPC phenotype of these cells, four separate cultures of adult hippocampal NSPCs (two male and two female) were harvested and analyzed by bulk RNA sequencing. Over 25,000 unique transcripts were detected (Supplemental Table 1 ). Examination of known transcriptional markers for quiescent RGL-NSCs (qRGLs), activated RGL-NSCs (aRGLs), and IPCs indicated that cultured NSPCs mainly consisted of quiescent and activated RGL-NSCs ( Fig. 1B) (Shin et al. 2015; Hochgerner et al. 2018 ). These subpopulations were confirmed with single cell (sc)RNAseq on 14,912 cultured NSPCs from three independent passages of cells. Unsupervised clustering analysis of the transcriptional data was visualized on a t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) plot which yielded 6 clusters that were all enriched for markers of RGL-NSCs such as Nestin and Fabp7 (Fig. 1C and Supplemental Fig. 1E) . Several clusters of cells showed high expression of gene markers for aRGLs such as Cdk1 and Top2a, and one cluster (cluster 0) showed enrichment for markers associated with qRGLs, such as Apoe and Aldoc (Supplemental Fig. 1E ). These data indicated that NSPC cultures consisted mainly of quiescent and activated NSCs ( Fig. 1B and C) . GO term analysis of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) between the clusters revealed that the clusters appeared to separate most strongly based on stages in cell cycle ( Fig. 1D , Supplemental Table 2) . Specifically, biological process GO term enrichment revealed a progression counterclockwise from group 3 to 2 to 4 to 1 with DEGs associated with DNA synthesis to mitotic spindle assembly to chromosome segregation and separation, and finally to mitosis and cytokinesis. These data suggested that groups 3, 2, 4, and 1 represented activated NSCs as they progressed through cell cycle phases: G 1 , S, G 2 , mitosis, and cytokinesis (Supplemental Fig. 1F ). Group 5 DEGs were enriched for GO terms associated with several aspects of translation and possibly represents early IPCs, as translation processes have been shown to be upregulated at this phase of differentiation (Shin et al. 2015) .
To provide an initial assessment of the secretome derived from these cultured NSPCs, conditioned media (CM) from three separate adult hippocampal NSPC cultures (one male and two female) were collected and probed for over 300 growth factors, cytokines, chemokines, adipokines, angiogenic factors, proteases, soluble receptors and soluble adhesion molecules with a protein antibody array. Supplemental Table 3 lists the fluorescence values after normalization to average fluorescence intensity within each slide for all factors that were detected in the assay ranked by Z-score. Of these, the top 50 most highly detected factors were selected for further scrutiny ( Fig. 2A) . One of the top intensity factors was vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), which we previously identified as highly secreted by NSPCs and critical for stem cell maintenance in vivo and in vitro (Kirby et al. 2015) . In addition, many other soluble growth factors and cytokines showed high signal intensity, along with several carrier proteins that are implicated in NSPC maintenance such as those of the IGFBP family (IGFBP3, IGFBP2, and IGFBP5) (Kalluri and Dempsey 2011; Shen et al. 2019; Barkho et al. 2006) . Soluble fragments of receptors that promote NSPC maintenance and proliferation, such as TYRO3, were also found, possibly reflecting shedding of the extracellular portions from these typically membrane-integral receptors (Ji et al. 2014) . Known regulators of apoptosis that promote NSPC survival, FAS and SPP1, were also detected in the top 50 signals (Knight, Scharf, and Mao-Draayer 2010; Rabenstein et al. 2015) . CD70 on NSPCs, shown to interact with CD27 on CD4 + T-cells to induce FAS-mediated apoptosis of T cells, was also detected (Lee et al. 2013) . Cumulatively, the protein array indicated the presence of several previously reported components of the NSPC secretome and suggested numerous other potentially bioactive proteins produced and secreted by these cells.
Given the potential for non-specific binding in the antibody array, ELISAs were used to verify and quantify select individual proteins. CM and cell lysates were generated from three different NSPC cultures, one male and two female (n=3 per line), and probed for 3 of the top 5 proteins identified in the array, VEGF, LIF, and IGFBP-2, as well as one protein that was detected very lowly on the array and was not part of the top 50 factors, FASL ( Fig. 2B and C). As previously published, VEGF was detected in both NSPC CM and NSPC cell lysate ( Fig. 2B and C). IGFBP-2 was also detected in CM and lysate but at over 10-fold higher levels than VEGF in the same media despite showing slightly lower intensity value than VEGF in the array ( Fig. 2A-C) . Although LIF was the fourth highest ranked factor on the antibody array, LIF was not detected in CM or cell lysate, but lysatederived LIF was near the threshold of detection by ELISA, suggesting low levels of LIF expression in these cells ( Fig. 2B and C). Interestingly, while FASL, ranked 260 th on the array, was not detected in the CM by ELISA, it was readily detected in NSPC cell lysate by ELISA, suggesting that NSPCs do synthesize FASL, but that levels in CM did not reach array or ELISA threshold (30 pg/ml) ( Fig. 2B and C). These comparisons of protein levels detected in the ELISA with that suggested by the antibody array imply that this array may be frequently inaccurate at quantifying relative proteins amounts, likely due to variations in efficiency or specificity of target binding of antibodies.
2.2. Semi-quantitative LC-MS of NSPC produced proteins enables unbiased identification of NSPC secreted proteins.
To circumvent the limitations of antibody-based protein detection methods, we next pursued unbiased identification of NSPC produced proteins using LC-MS. First, we harvested cell lysates from two male and two female cultured NSPCs and used the exponentially modified protein abundance index (emPAI) derived from LC-MS spectral counts of peptides to determine the relative level of proteins ( Supplemental Table 4 ) (Shinoda, Tomita, and Ishihama 2009; Ishihama et al. 2005) . Approximately 4000 unique proteins were identified in NSPC lysates. Four of the LC-MS identified proteins, IGFBP-3, IGFBP-2, GRN, and COL18A1, were also among the top 50 secreted proteins in the array of CM (Supplemental Fig. 2 ). However, most of the top 50 array proteins were not detected in NSPC lysates by LC-MS. Expanding the comparison to all of the factors on the antibody array still only yields an additional eight proteins identified by LC-MS: EGFR, SPARC, ALCAM, TR10B (TRAIL2, TNFRSF10B), MFGE8, β-Catenin (CTNB1), CSK, and F3. However, secreted proteins are frequently present in only low levels intracellularly because of constant secretion to the extracellular environment. Lack of detection of a secreted protein in cell lysate therefore is an inconclusive measure of its relative abundance in the secretome.
To examine NSPC-secreted proteins, we chose to use LC-MS-based semi-quantitative analysis of NSPC CM. A major challenge of MS-based analysis of culture CM in many cell systems is high levels of exogenously-supplied proteins from serum supplements. While NSPC culture does not use animal serum, it does contain large amounts of defined protein supplements, particularly fatty acid free fraction V of bovine serum albumin. LC-MS of CM containing this supplement would have limited resolution for identifying NSPC-derived proteins because of the large amounts of supplement-derived protein. One method to circumvent this problem is to supplement-deprive the cells before collecting CM. However, deprivation protocols can dramatically alter cell physiology in vitro (Pirkmajer and Chibalin 2011) . Therefore, we chose to use biorthogonal non-canonical amino acid tagging (BONCAT) (Dieterich et al. 2006) to label newly synthesized proteins in standard culture conditions and then enrich for them before LC-MS. In this method, cultures are pulsed with azidohomoalanine (AHA), a non-canonical amino acid bearing an azide moiety that is incorporated by cells in to nascent proteins instead of methionine. Presence of AHA in the amino acid chain of a protein therefore serves as a marker of a newly synthesized protein (i.e. one not derived from culture supplements). Azide groups in AHA, which are biologically rare, can undergo click chemistry reactions with similarly biologically rare alkyne groups to enable their visualization or selection (Jewett and Bertozzi 2010) . In the present experiments, we pulsed cultured NSPCs with AHA and then used magnetic beads functionalized with Dibenzocyclooctyl (DBCO), which undergoes a strain promoted alkyne-azide cycloaddition reaction spontaneously. The bound proteins were then digested off of the beads before LC-MS analysis. In sum, this method allowed for enrichment of NSPC-derived proteins for their subsequent unbiased identification via LC-MS (Rothenberg et al. 2018) .
While BONCAT has been successfully applied to in vivo mature neuronal populations (Alvarez-Castelao et al. 2019) , it has yet to be applied to adult NSPCs. We therefore first performed several preliminary experiments to develop an AHA administration protocol that tagged proteins without altering NSPC physiology. Base NSPC growth medium contains a supraphysiological amount (>200 µM) of methionine which prevents the competitive substitution of AHA in to growing peptide chains. Thus, we cultured NSPCs with methionine-depleted growth media supplemented with fixed amounts of methionine and AHA to determine optimal concentrations that enabled maximal detection of AHA without compromising cell physiology (Supplemental Fig. 3A ). NSPCs treated with varying doses of AHA and methionine were assessed for viability and proliferation by Hoechst staining and BrdU incorporation which indicated that as low as 12.5 µM methionine could maintain cell proliferation at similar levels to the standard methionine levels in NSPC culture (Supplemental Fig. 3B and C). Quantification of AHA intensity by reaction with a DBCO-IR800 dye and subsequent quantitative in-cell imaging revealed that 100 µM AHA would yield robust tagging of new proteins (Supplemental Fig. 3D ). At 12.5 µM methionine and 100 µM AHA, there was no difference in the amount of VEGF protein secreted by NSPCs treated with AHA versus vehicle control, providing another piece of evidence that AHA treatment did not grossly alter cell physiology or protein secretion (Supplemental Fig. 3E ).
Using the conditions defined above, one male and two female independent cultures of NSPCs were treated for 24 h with AHA or vehicle. DBCO-conjugated magnetic beads were then used to enrich for tagged proteins which were subsequently identified by LC-MS (Supplemental Table 5 ). Of the protein supplements provided in NSPC culture media, only albumin was detected as a non-NSPC-derived signal among bead-digested peptides. A Wilcoxon ranked sum comparison of emPAI normalized to albumin confirmed that bead enrichment of AHA tagged proteins was successful, resulting in a two-fold increase in protein capture compared to vehicle controls (Supplemental Fig. 3F ). Of the top 50 proteins identified in the antibody array, five were also detected in the NSPC CM by LC-MS, namely IGFBP3, IGFBP2, IGFBP5, CCL2, and TIMP2 ( Fig.  2D ). However, most of the proteins from the antibody array top 50 were again absent in the LC-MS identified proteins. Expanding the analysis to the lower expressed proteins on the antibody array yielded an additional five proteins that were detected in LC-MS: Fractalkine (X3CL1), VEGFC, TIMP4, MFGE8, and IGFBP7 (IBP7). Figure 2E shows the top 50 secreted proteins identified by LC-MS in AHA-enriched samples, revealing many additional abundantly secreted proteins not assessed on the array.
To further validate production of proteins detected in CM by NSPCs, LC-MS identified proteins from CM were compared to proteins from cell lysate. Strong correlation between secreted and intracellular proteins was found (r(308) = 0.4733, p < 0.0001) with most of the proteins detected in NSPC CM also detected in NSPC cell lysate ( Fig. 2F) . Notably, VEGFA, which was detected in the antibody array and confirmed with ELISA, was absent not only from LC-MS of NSPC CM, but also from LC-MS of NSPC cell lysate ( Fig. 2A-C and Supplemental Tables 4 and 5 ). These data suggest that, as might be expected, LC-MS has somewhat limited sensitivity, and emphasizes that absence of a protein in LC-MS of CM does not necessarily mean a protein is not secreted in meaningful amounts. However, the relative dearth of LC-MS confirmed proteins among the highest signal proteins in the array does suggest that the array does not provide accurate estimates of relative protein amount for many of its targets.
2.3. RNA sequencing of in vitro cultured NSPCs reveals that transcriptional expression can substantially deviate from relative protein levels of secreted factors.
Extending our analysis of the secretome to the transcriptional level, we assessed relative mRNA expression via bulk RNA sequencing described in Fig 1B. Gene-length normalized transcript counts from cultured NSPCs for the genes that encode the top 50 secreted factors identified in the antibody array revealed that the majority of the array top 50 protein factors from CM were not highly transcribed at the mRNA level ( Fig. 3A) . Almost half of the factors were not detected in any of the samples, implying either transcript expression that is below the threshold for detection by RNAseq or false positive detection in the protein array. To evaluate the relationship between mRNA levels and protein abundance, Spearman correlation analysis of relative protein levels versus length-normalized transcript levels from cultured NSPCs for the top 50 antibody array factors was performed which showed a moderate degree of correlation overall (r(31) = 0.3904, p = 0.0299) ( Fig. 3B ). Though some factors, such as Igfbp3 and Igfbp2 (displayed in purple), displayed relatively high levels of both transcript and secreted protein detected in the CM array, several factors, such as Fas, Vegfa, and Lif (displayed in blue) or Col18a1 and Ifnar1 (displayed in red) respectively, showed unexpectedly low or high transcriptional expression for their ranking in the array. scRNAseq also demonstrated high and uniform expression by all clusters of cultured NSPCs for the highly secreted factors Igfbp3 and Igfbp2 (Supplemental Fig. 4A ). Several of the transcripts were further investigated with real time quantitative reverse transcription-PCR (qrt-PCR) (Supplemental Fig. 4B -C). For Igfbp3, Igfbp2, and Col18a1, qrt-PCR confirmed RNAseq findings of high relative transcript levels (Supplemental Fig. 4B ). qrt-PCR also corroborated very low transcript levels of Fasl and Icam2, which were not detected by RNAseq. These lower levels were not due to sub-optimal primer design as positive controls amplified at levels comparable with highly transcribed genes (Supplemental Fig. 4C ). For Vegf, which showed unexpectedly lower transcript levels by bulk RNAseq, qrt-PCR actually showed comparable levels of transcript with Igfbp3 and Igfbp2.
Length-normalized transcript levels from bulk RNAseq of cultured NSPCs for the top 50 NSPC secreted proteins identified by LC-MS revealed better overall agreement between transcript and protein level expression than that for the array top 50, with high transcript expression being evident for the majority of the top 50 LC-MS identified proteins ( Fig. 3C ). To better determine whether mRNA predicts relative protein abundance, Spearman correlation analysis between all secreted NSPC factors identified by LC-MS of CM and RNAseq length-normalized transcript count from cultured NSPCs was performed. This comparison also showed a only moderate degree of correlation (r(435) = 0.3824, p < 0.0001) ( Fig. 3D ), implying that even with an unbiased LC-MS approach to protein identification, RNA transcript levels can deviate from relative protein amounts. For example, certain genes, such as Igfbp-3 and Tnc (displayed in blue) as well as Ckb and Eef1a1 (displayed in red) showed respectively higher or lower than expected mRNA transcript levels based on emPAI values while several others, such as Ecgr4, H1-2, H4c1, and H2ac4, were not detected at all on a transcript level ( Fig 3D) .
Comparison of RNAseq transcripts in cultured versus freshly isolated NSPCs reveals strong overall correlation between in vitro and in vivo NSPCs.
To explore how in vitro culturing might impact the NSPC secretome, we next compared our in vitro NSPC scRNAseq data with two previously published scRNAseq studies of in vivo adult hippocampal NSPCs (Shin et al. 2015; Hochgerner et al. 2018) . In Hochgerner et al. (Hoch.) , adult mouse dentate gyri were microdissected and dissociated into a single cell suspension for 10X Chromium sequencing followed by unbiased clustering analysis to assign individual cells to a cell phenotype cluster. In Shin et al., the authors dissected the dentate gyri of nestin-GFP transgenic mice and created a single cell suspension from which they manually selected GFP + cells for sequencing on an Illumina HiSeq platform. Transcriptome data was then used to arrange cells according to pseudotime reflecting differentiation from a quiescent RGL to an activated RGL and then to an early IPC. For comparison across datasets, Hoch single cell data from radial glial like cells (Hoch. RGLs, which correspond to qRGL-NSCs), neural intermediate precursor cells (Hoch. nIPCs which correspond to aRGL-NSCs), and neuroblasts (Hoch. IPC/NBs, representing IPCs), were averaged to generate an average transcript count for each cell population. The transcript counts from Shin data were averaged between pseudotime points 0 and 0.479 to form the Shin qRGL group and between pseudotime points 0.506 and 1 to form the Shin aRGL group.
Pearson correlation analysis was performed with all transcripts that were detected above 0 in all scRNAseq datasets. This demonstrated near perfect correlation, with Pearson r values of 0.97-0.99, between clusters 0-5 in the scRNAseq dataset of cultured NSPCs (Fig. 4B ). Comparison of in vitro NSPC subpopulations with Shin qRGLs revealed highest correlation (r(12504) = 0.42, p < 0.0001) with cluster 0, which we previously identified as qRGLs by expression of known qRGL markers ( Fig. 1C and Supplemental Fig. 1E ). However, all in vitro NSPC clusters shared comparable correlations (r(12504) = 0.54-0.56, p < 0.0001) with Shin aRGLs. Overall, these strong correlations between cultured NSPCs and in vivo RGLs seem to indicate that in vitro culture of these cells did not grossly alter the NSPC transcriptome.
Interestingly, similar comparisons between cultured NSPC subpopulations with the Hochgerner dataset implied greater differences between in vitro and in vivo NSPCs. Pearson correlations for all six cultured NSPC subpopulations were strongest with Hoch. aRGLs (r(12781) = 0.55-0.56, p < 0.0001) and IPC/NBs (r(12781) = 0.54-0.56, p < 0.0001). All six in vitro NSPC clusters only weakly correlated to Hoch. qRGLs (r(12781) = 0.29-0.31, p < 0.0001), suggesting that cultured NSPCs as a whole acquire more of an aRGL-like phenotype in vitro. Whether the differences between comparisons of in vitro NSPCs with the two in vivo datasets reflect differences in the cells profiled (different mouse strains, housing conditions) or technical artefact of different scRNAseq platforms is unclear. Collectively, the comparisons between the Shin and Hochgerner datasets seem to corroborate the identities of the populations described in those studies. Hoch. qRGLs strongly correlated with Shin qRGLs (r(11493) = 0.44, p < 0.0001) while Hoch. aRGLs (r(11493) = 0.53, p < 0.0001) and IPC/NBs (r(11493) = 0.46, p < 0.0001) correlated more strongly with Shin aRGLs.
2.5. The NSPC transcriptome frequently fails to accurately predict the NSPC secretome.
To determine the utility of RNAseq in predicting the NSPC secretome, we performed Gene Ontology (GO) analysis of all transcripts detected above zero in the bulk RNAseq of in vitro NSPCs and identified over 600 genes with transcript levels greater than zero that encode proteins located in the extracellular region (Supplemental Table 6 ). Of these genes, 72 were detected above zero at the protein level in LC-MS of in vitro NSPC CM and 55 were found in LC-MS of in vitro NSPC lysate (Supplemental Table 6 ). Comparison of relative RNA transcript levels with relative protein levels showed that, in general, genes with higher transcript counts were more likely to show higher protein abundance in both the lysate (r(887) = 0.3975, p < 0.0001) and CM (r(887) = 0.3881, p < 0.0001) (Fig. 5A ). However, there were numerous genes with high transcriptional expression, but little to no protein level expression in CM or lysate. If RNA expression were being used to predict the secretome, these genes would represent a group that would be falsely identified as major components of the NSPC secretome. Focusing on proteins that were not present in CM revealed several proteins that had high gene level expression and high intracellular protein levels (Manf and Sod1, displayed in blue), suggesting high protein production but absence of secretion (Fig. 5B ). In addition, several proteins were also found that had high gene expression but low intracellular protein levels (e.g. Itm2c and, displayed in red), suggesting lack of translation of these transcripts (Fig. 5B ). All together, these data suggest that using RNA expression from high throughput techniques like RNAseq to prospectively identify major components of the secretome may lead to false positives due to translational and secretionlevel regulation.
Discussion
Over the past decade, stem cell secretomes have been investigated for their potential therapeutic applications to various neurologic disorders (Drago et al. 2013; Baraniak and McDevitt 2010; Liang et al. 2014 ). The cytokines, chemokines, and growth factors that comprise the NSPC secretome have been thus far identified individually or in limited combinations with traditional methods of protein analysis such as immunohistochemistry, western blotting, and ELISA (Skalnikova et al. 2011) . In other tissue stem cells, broader characterization of secreted proteins has been achieved with array based methods examining isolated stem cell populations maintained in vitro (Skalnikova et al. 2011 ). More recently, in vivo stem cell profiling with low cell and scRNAseq has emerged as a proxy for untargeted protein level analysis in small populations like NPSCs that do not yield sufficient protein for high-throughput translational-level analysis (Artegiani et al. 2017; Hochgerner et al. 2018; Shin et al. 2015) . Cumulatively, these methods have provided several informative pieces of the puzzle. Our findings at the transcriptional level as well as the protein level in vitro provide a first attempt at a comprehensive analysis of the NSPC secretome, and, in the process, highlight limitations to current approaches.
Using a commercially-available array of over 300 preselected proteins, we probed the CM of cultured NSPCs to generate a list of highly secreted factors, as is common for studies of secretome profiling (Skalnikova et al. 2011) . Unexpectedly, though, further scrutiny of selected "top" targets by ELISA and an unbiased screen for secreted factors via LC-MS based approaches revealed minimal corroboration of the array results. For example, quantification by ELISA of VEGFA and IGFBP-2 revealed over 10 fold more IGFBP-2 than VEGFA in contrast to the array fluorescence signal which ranked VEGFA slightly higher than IGFBP-2. LC-MS analysis of cell lysate and CM confirmed the ELISA results, showing high levels of IGFBP-2 while VEGFA did not reach the detection limit of this method. More broadly, while most of the top 50 proteins by array were not detected by LC-MS, proteins from near the bottom of the array ranking, such as Fractalkine (X3CL1), VEGFC, and MFGE8, were detected by LC-MS. These data suggest that the fluorescence intensity values of the array used in the present work do not accurately represent relative protein abundance.
Ideally, factors identified in an antibody-based screen would undergo additional validation with methods including ELISA or LC-MS as presented here. However, while ELISA and LC-MSbased methods for protein quantification likely provide more accurate protein identification and quantification, they also have limitations.
First, LC-MS has a relatively high minimum threshold required for protein detection. The provision of exogenous proteins in cell culture media, even when these proteins are known, can reduce sensitivity for identifying cell-derived proteins. We used recently-developed protocols for enriching the cell-derived secretome via BONCAT (Mahdavi et al. 2016; Liu et al. 2017; Elliott, Bianco, and Chin 2014) to boost sensitivity without supplement-depriving cultured NSPCs. BONCAT has been previously shown to not alter the proteome or secretome in detectable ways (Mahdavi et al. 2016; Liu et al. 2017; Dieterich et al. 2006 ) and we also confirmed that cultured NSPCs showed no overt signs of proteomic changes due to incorporation of non-canonical amino acids in the nascent proteins. However, it is still possible that BONCAT alters the proteome of NSPCs and this possibility should be considered when evaluating data from BONCAT-enriched proteomes. In addition, even with BONCAT enrichment, LC-MS showed somewhat low sensitivity. For example, VEGFA was readily detected in CM and cell lysate by ELISA, but it was not detected in BONCAT enriched LC-MS of CM. Meeting the threshold level of detection for LC-MS likely excluded detection of other NSPC-produced factors that may have biologically relevant functions.
In contrast to LC-MS, ELISAs are frequently capable of detecting picogram amounts of protein in CM. However, they are only able to assess one protein at a time. Verifying a broad secretome screen via ELISA may frequently be impractical due to the time and cost of numerous ELISAs. Additionally, given how few of the top array factors were confirmed by LC-MS, our data seems to suggest that pursuing numerous validations of top array factors by ELISA may not be advisable. These respective limitations should be considered when choosing a method for proteomic profiling of the secretome and interpreting its results.
We also examined the NSPC secretome at the transcriptional level via RNAseq. Bulk and single cell RNAseq data confirmed the identity of NSPC cultures as primarily quiescent and activated NSCs in various stages of the cell cycle. Overall correlation between gene-length normalized mRNA transcript counts of cultured NSPCs and relative protein abundance in cultured NSPC CM by LC-MS was only moderate (Fig. 3D ), suggesting that transcriptional expression is not a direct measure of secreted protein abundance. Furthermore, attempting to prospectively predict highly secreted proteins from the transcriptional expression of genes coding for extracellularly located proteins was less reliable. Here, we found a subpopulation of factors that were high in mRNA abundance, but low in abundance or completely absent from NSPC CM at the protein level. Some of these genes appeared to be regulated at the translational level as their protein amounts were low in cell lysate while others appeared to be regulated at the secretion level as their protein abundance intracellularly was high despite begin absent from CM. These disparities emphasize the importance of involving protein-level analyses to transcript-level analyses when identifying secretome components and suggest a potential pitfall of defining a secretome based on transcriptional data.
Significant changes to cell physiology secondary to culturing have been reported for other stem cell populations (Binato et al. 2013; Duggal et al. 2009; Duggal and Brinchmann 2011; Wernly et al. 2017; Shahdadfar et al. 2005) . In fact, cultured NSCs isolated from the SVZ displayed important differences in transcription of inflammatory cytokines compared to their in vivo counterparts (Dulken et al. 2017) . Comparison of the present in vitro scRNAseq dataset with two previously published in vivo DG NSPC scRNAseq datasets showed moderate to strong correlations in gene expression (Shin et al. 2015; Hochgerner et al. 2018 ). These correlations suggest overall global agreement in relative transcriptional profiles, and support the utility of adult DG NSPC cultures as a model of their in vivo counterpart. However, future analyses of specific gene expression patterns between these datasets are required to determine whether the differences that do exist between datasets reflect true differences in cell physiology. Study of both cultured and acutely isolated stem cells is particularly critical for the development of effective NSPC-based therapies as current clinical trials use cultured neural stem cell lines and many preclinical models use NSPCs with varying amounts of in vitro processing (Mazzini et al. 2019; Ottoboni, Merlini, and Martino 2017; Mendes-Pinheiro et al. 2018; Chandanala et al. 2014) .
In conclusion, we provide a multi-level characterization of the NSPC secretome, in the process, identifying potentially important differences between protein and RNA expression in NSPCs and highlighting limitations in current methods of secretome profiling. Combined, our data suggest that no one method or level of analysis is sufficient for characterizing the NSPC secretome and we propose that the various proteins identified here as highly expressed in different platforms represent a putative NSPC secretome that requires subsequent validation. As stem cell-based therapies are currently being developed with both cultured and endogenous cells, our findings suggest that the optimal approach is a multifaceted one that includes unbiased global proteome analysis in conjunction with transcriptome analysis for the comprehensive characterization of in vitro and in vivo NSPCs.
Experimental Procedures

Animals
Male and female C57/Bl6 mice (Jackson) aged 8-10 weeks were group housed (up to 5 per cage) in standard ventilated cages with food and water ad libitum on a 12 hour light cycle. Animals were anesthetized with intraperitoneal injections of 87.5 mg/kg ketamine / 12.5 mg/kg xylazine before perfusion and harvest of brains for primary cell derivations. This study was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at the Ohio State University.
Cell Culture
NSPCs were isolated from adult DGs of C57/Bl6 mice as described in (Babu et al. 2011) . NSPCs were cultured on poly-D-lysine (Sigma) and laminin (Invitrogen) coated plates in Neurobasal A media (Invitrogen) with 1x B27 supplement without vitamin A (Gibco), 1x glutamax (Invitrogen) and 20 ng/ml each of EGF and FGF2 (Peprotech). All cells used were between passage five and 15. Two separate lines were used in experiments, one from 4 pooled C57/Bl6 male mice and one from 4 pooled C57/Bl6 female mice. No inherent differences in morphology or proliferation between NSPCs isolated from males and females were found. Both lines were verified to be mycoplasma-free and to produce neurons and glia upon culture in differentiation conditions. NSPCs were differentiated according to the growth factor withdrawal protocol described in Babu et al. 2011. 
Immunofluorescence
NSPCs were cultured in chamber slides under maintenance or differentiation conditions described above. Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) then rinsed in 1x phosphate buffered saline (PBS) before blocking with 1% normal donkey serum (Jackson) and 0.3% Triton X-100 in PBS for 1h at room temperature. Cells were incubated with primary antibodies (Supplemental Table 7 ) overnight at 4°C in blocking solution on an orbital shaker. The next day, cells were washed with PBS and incubated with fluorescently conjugated secondary antibodies diluted in blocking solution ( Supplemental Table 7 ) for 2h at room temperature. 10 minute incubation with Hoechst 33342 (Fisher, 1:2000) was then used to label DNA in nuclei. After washing, chambers were removed from slides and cells were coverslipped with ProLong Gold anti-fade solution (Molecular Probes) before imaging on a Zeiss Axio Observer Z.1 with apotome digital imaging system and Axiocam 506 monochrome camera (Zeiss).
For BONCAT optimization studies, NSPCs were cultured in 96 well plates. At 80% confluence, NSPC growth media was replaced with methionine-depleted neurobasal A (Gibco) containing 1x B27 supplement without vitamin A (Gibco), 1x glutamax (Invitrogen), 20 ng/ml each of EGF and FGF2 (Peprotech) for 30 min. After 30 min of methionine washout, growth media containing 12.5 µM methionine (Gibco), 1x B27 supplement without vitamin A (Gibco), 1x glutamax (Invitrogen), 20 ng/ml each of EGF and FGF2 (Peprotech) and 100 µM AHA (Click Chemistry Tools) or water vehicle was added to NSPCs which were incubated for 24 h at 37°C and 5% CO 2 . After 24 h, 20 µM BrdU was added to cells for 2 h prior to fixation. Cells were stained in 96 well format for BrdU and Hoechst 33342 or DBCO IR800 (Supplemental Table 7 ).
For BrdU, cells were fixed with 4% PFA for 10 min and blocked with 1% normal donkey serum (Jackson) and 0.3% Triton X-100 in PBS for 1h at room temperature before a 30 min antigen retrieval with 2N hydrochloric acid a 37°C. Cells were then incubated with anti-BrdU antibody overnight at 4°C. After 3 washes with PBS, cells were incubated with secondary antibody for 2h at room temperature, protected from light. Hoechst 33342 was added for the last 10 min of secondary antibody incubation. Cells were washed three times with PBS before imaging on the Zeiss Axio Observer Z.1.
For DBCO IR800, AHA-treated NSPCs were fixed with ice cold methanol and washed with PBS three times before treatment with iodoacetamide for 90 min at room temperature, protected from light.12 µM DBCO IR800 was spiked in to the wells and the plate was incubated at room temperature for 30 min, protected from light. Cells were washed with PBS three times before aspirating all buffer and imaging the plate on LICOR Odyssey.
Cytokine antibody array
Conditioned media was generated from three separate cultures of NSPCs, one male and two female, at 80% confluence. After 48 hours of culture, media was collected and centrifuged at 1000g for 10 min to remove large debris. For sample normalization, NSPCs for each corresponding conditioned media sample were also harvested with accutase (Invitrogen) and total protein was quantified with a BCA protein assay kit (Pierce) per manufacturer recommendations. Preparation and staining of slides were completed per manufacturer recommendations with the following modifications (RayBiotech L308 cytokine antibody array). The second dialysis step both before and after labeling of samples with biotin were conducted overnight at 4°C. Incubation of slides with biotin-labeled samples was also conducted overnight at 4°C. Incubation with Cy3conjugated streptavidin was conducted for two hours at room temperature. After completion of the protocol, slides were completely dried before they were stored at -20°C in the 30 mL centrifuge tube provided by the manufacturer until processing. Slides were scanned by RayBiotech and raw data was analyzed according to manufacturer instructions using the RayBio Analysis Tool Software.
ELISA
Conditioned media was generated after a 24 hour incubation of complete growth media with NSPCs between passages 5 and 15 at 80% confluence. After collection of media, cells were then lysed with RIPA buffer (Thermo) containing Halt protease inhibitor cocktail (Thermo) and cell lysate was stored at -20°C. Conditioned media samples were centrifuged to remove debris as above, aliquoted, and stored at -20°C until use. VEGF, IGFBP-2, LIF, and FASL ELISAs (all R&D Systems) were performed per manufacturer instructions. All standards were created in NSPC growth media for conditioned media samples and RIPA buffer for cell lysates. Microplates were read with an Epoch microplate reader (Biotek) at 450 nm wavelength.
Mass Spectrometry
For LC-MS of NSPC cell lysate, NSPCs were harvested with accutase (Invitrogen) and washed with Hank's balanced salt solution (HBSS) before processing by the Ohio State University CCIC Mass Spectrometry and Proteomics Facility as described below.
LC-MS of NSPC BONCAT enriched conditioned media-derived proteins was performed according to a modification of the protocol of Dieterich et al 2006. CM containing AHA-tagged proteins was generated with male and female NSPCs between passage five and 15. At 80% confluence, NSPCs in 10 cm dishes between passage 5 and 15 were methionine depleted for 30 min by incubation with neurobasal A without methionine (Gibco), 1x B27 supplement without vitamin A (Gibco), 1x glutamax (Invitrogen) and 20 ng/ml each of EGF and FGF2 (Peprotech). After 30 min, media was replaced with 5 ml neurobasal A containing 12.5 µM methionine (Gibco), 1x B27 supplement without vitamin A (Gibco), 1x glutamax (Invitrogen), 20 ng/ml each of EGF and FGF2 (Peprotech) and 100 µM AHA (Click Chemistry Tools) or water vehicle. After 24 hrs, conditioned media was collected and centrifuged at 1000g for 10 min to remove large debris. Conditioned media was then concentrated with 3kDa Amicon Ultra filters according to manufacturer instructions (Millipore) to ~ 250 µl total volume. PBS was then added to the remaining concentrate up to the maximum capacity of the filter unit to dilute free AHA followed by a second round of concentration. The final concentrate was mixed with an equal volume of water with protease inhibitors (Roche) and sonicated five times with one second pulses at 50% amplitude (Fisher). Samples were contrifuged at 15,000g for 5 min and supernatants were treated with 50 µM iodoacetamide (Pierce) for 90 min in the dark. 100 µl of DBCO magnetic beads per sample were washed with 100 µl PBS 3 times before being resuspended in iodoacetamide-treated conditioned media concentrates. Beads were rotated end-over-end for 16-18 hrs. Beads were then washed with 400 µl of 0.8% SDS in PBS 8 times, 400 µl of 8 M urea eight times, and 400 µl of 20% acetonitrile eight times before transfer to the Ohio State University CCIC Mass Spectrometry and Proteomics Facility.
In preparation for protein digest, beads were washed with 50 µl of 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate three times. Each time, the supernatants were kept and pooled. After the third wash, 5 µL of DTT (5 µg/µL in50 mM ammonium bicarbonate) was added and the samples were incubated at 56°C for 15 min. After the incubation, 5uL of iodoacetamide (15 mg/ml in 50mM ammonium bicarbonate) was added and the sample was kept in dark at room temperature for 30 min. Sequencing grade-modified trypsin (Promega, Madison WI) prepared in 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate was added to the sample with an estimation of 1:20 /1:100 enzyme-substrate ratio and the reaction was carried on at 37°C for overnight. The reaction was quenched the next morning by adding acetic acid for acidification. Supernatant was then concentrated for LC/MSMS analysis with the Thermo Scientific Orbitrap Fusion mass spectrometer equipped with an EASY-Spray™ Sources operated in positive ion mode. Samples (6.4µL) were separated on an easy spray nano column (PepmapTM RSLC, C18 3µ 100A, 75µm X150mm Thermo Scientific) using a 2D RSLC HPLC system from Thermo Scientific. Each sample was injected into the µ-Precolumn Cartridge (Thermo Scientific) and desalted with 0.1% formic acid in water for 5 minutes. The injector port was then switched to inject and the peptides were eluted off of the trap onto the column. Mobile phase A was 0.1% formic acid in water and acetonitrile (with 0.1% formic acid) was used as mobile phase B. Flow rate was set at 300nL/min. A 2hr gradient was used: mobile phase B was increased from 2% to 20% in 105 min and then increased from 20-32% in 10 min and again from 32-95% in 1 min and then kept at 95% for another 4 min before being brought back quickly to 2% in 1 min. The column was equilibrated at 2% of mobile phase B (or 98% A) for 15 min before the next sample injection. MS/MS data was acquired with a spray voltage of 1.6 KV and a capillary temperature of 305°C is used. The scan sequence of the mass spectrometer was based on the preview mode data dependent TopSpeed™ method: the analysis was programmed for a full scan recorded between m/z 375-1500 and a MS/MS scan to generate product ion spectra to determine amino acid sequence in consecutive scans starting from the most abundant peaks in the spectrum in the next 3 seconds. To achieve high mass accuracy MS determination, the full scan was performed at FT mode and the resolution was set at 120,000 with internal mass calibration. The AGC Target ion number for FT full scan was set at 4 x 105 ions, maximum ion injection time was set at 50 ms and micro scan number was set at 1. MSn was performed using HCD in ion trap mode to ensure the highest signal intensity of MSn spectra. The HCD collision energy was set at 32%. The AGC Target ion number for ion trap MSn scan was set at 3.0E4 ions, maximum ion injection time was set at 35 ms and micro scan number was set at 1. Dynamic exclusion is enabled with a repeat count of 1 within 60s and a low mass width and high mass width of 10ppm.
Sequence information from the MS/MS data was processed by converting the .raw files into a merged file (.mgf) using MSConvert (ProteoWizard). The resulting mgf files were searched against the most recent Uniprot databases using Mascot Daemon by Matrix Science version 2.5.1 (Boston, MA). A decoy database was also searched to determine the false discovery rate (FDR) and peptides were filtered according at 1% FDR. Proteins identified with at least two unique peptides were considered as reliable identification. Any modified peptides are manually checked for validation. 4.7. Bulk RNAseq RNA isolation, cDNA library construction, and sequencing Approximately 30,000 cells from two female and two male adult NSPCs cultures were harvested with accutase (Stem Cell Technologies) and washed with PBS before RNA isolation with the Clontech Nucleospin RNA XS Plus isolation kit (Takara 740990.10) per manufacturer protocol. RNA was also isolated from whole DGs isolated from one male and one female C57/Bl6 mouse with the same kit. RNA quality and quantity was assessed with a Qubit RNA HS assay kit (Invitrogen). All cultured samples used had a RIN value of 10 while whole DG samples had RIN values over 8. Libraries were generated with the NEBNext Ultra II Directional RNA Library prep kit (New England Biolabs) for the whole DGs and the Clontech SMART-Seq HT (Takara) kit for cultured NSPCs. Purified library products were then used in HiSeq 4000 paired-end sequencing (Illumina) to a depth of 15 -20 million 2x150 bp clusters.
Bulk RNAseq analysis
Individual FASTQ files were trimmed for adapter sequences and filtered for a minimum quality score of Q20 using AdapterRemoval v2.2.0. Preliminary alignment using HISAT2 v2.0.6 was performed to a composite reference of rRNA, mtDNA, and PhiX bacteriophage sequences obtained from NCBI RefSeq. Reads aligning to these references were excluded in downstream analyses. Primary alignment was performed against the mouse genome reference GRCm38p4 using HISAT2. Gene expression values for genes described by the GENCODE Gene Transfer Format (GTF) release M14 (mouse) were quantified using the featureCounts tool of the Subread package v1.5.1 58 in stranded mode.
scRNA sequencing and analysis
One male and two female NSPCs between passage 7 and 12 were harvested from adherent culture. Cells were resuspended and washed in HBSS before making a mixed sample with equal numbers from each NSPC culture for scRNAseq. 10X Genomics 3' RNA-seq library was sequenced using paired-end 150bp approach on an Illumina HiSeq 4000 sequencer. CellRanger v3.0.2 (Zheng et al. 2017 ) was used to demultiplex, align, and deduplicate sequencing reads in BCL files. Single-cell data in feature-barcode matrices were then processed using Seurat v3.0.1's default pipeline (Butler et al. 2018 ) to identify unsupervised cell clusters and generate a t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) plot. Seurat's feature expression analysis was used to visualize genes markers known to be expressed in cell populations displayed in the t-SNE plot.
Quantitative rt-PCR
For qrt-PCR, all RNA was isolated and DNase treated with the BioRad Aurum™ Total RNA Mini Kit. In vitro NSPCs were lysed in culture plates and then transferred to spin columns provided by the BioRad Aurum™ kit. For the positive controls, a spleen was extracted from an adult C57B/l6 mouse and minced before lysis with lysis buffer from the Bio Rad Aurum™ kit. Isolated RNA was quantified and assessed for quality using the BioTek Epoch Microplate Spectrophotometer. cDNA was synthesized with the BioRad iScript™ cDNA Synthesis Kit in the ThermoFisher Applied Biosystems 2720 Thermal Cycler. qrtPCR was performed in the Bio Rad CFX96 Touch Real-Time PCR Detection System with BioRad SsoAdvanced Universal SYBR Green Supermix and primers listed in Supplemental Table 7 . Ct values were determined from raw amplification data using Real-time PCR Miner software (Zhao and Fernald 2005) . The PCR Miner Ct output was converted to fold change relative to the Ct value for the housekeeping gene sdha.
Statistics
Fluorescence intensity for each protein in the protein array was normalized to the average fluorescence intensity within each slide. Z-scores were calculated in Microsoft Excel and a heatmap of top 50 secreted factors was generated with Prism Graphpad software. For Spearman correlation with RNAseq data, fluorescence values normalized to the average fluorescence intensity within each slide were calculated in Microsoft Excel before statistical analysis and graphical representation with Prism Graphpad software.
For all ELISAs, absolute protein concentrations for each sample were determined based on the standard curve and graphically represented using Prism Graphpad software.
For RNAseq analysis, published data was retrieved in Excel format from (Shin et al. 2015) and (Hochgerner et al. 2018) . scRNAseq counts for each gene were averaged to generate a representative count for each population. Shin qRGLs were averaged from pseudotime point 0 to 0.479. Shin aRGLs were averaged from pseudotime point 0.506 to 1. Pearson correlations were completed between the cultured NSPC clusters, Shin qRGL, Shin aRGL, Hoch. qRGL, Hoch aRGL, and Hoch IPC/NB scRNAseq counts averaged over cell type for each population. All correlation statistics (α = 0.05) were completed for gene length normalized counts for bulk RNAseq, emPAI values for LC-MS data, or averaged counts for scRNAseq with Prism Graphpad software.
Data Availability
Processed reads for NSPC bulk RNAseq data are provided as supplemental table 1. Upon publication, raw data files for both the bulk RNAseq and scRNAseq datasets will be publicly available in GEO (GSE138381).
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